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The Spirit of Rochester

"To obtain recognition in these strenuous times one must carry his pedestal with him. The meek and lowly may inherit the earth—later."

So said a commercial cynic recently. Rochester doesn’t need a pedestal in order to obtain recognition. It is a city that in the eyes of the knowing part of the world is set on a hill. Neither does Rochester desire to inherit the earth. It wants the earth to inherit Rochester.

Rochester is a young city. It was only a hundred years ago that a handful of pioneers settled in this beautiful valley of the Genesee at the brink of a great waterfall, and set up the beginnings of what is now the City of Rochester, the twenty-fifth city of the United States in size. The story of Rochester’s growth is not unlike the story of the growth of many other American cities. It is a story of enterprise and thrift coupled with an intense desire for advancement in education and the things which make life more worth while.

But Rochester is a little more than a typical American city. It is a typical American city—plus. And it is this “plus” which makes Rochester interesting. We feel confident—dear reader and Distinguished Visitor—that you will find it interesting if you catch the spirit of Rochester. The spirit of Rochester is the spirit which brings you from Great Britain, France, Italy and Belgium to our shores—it is the spirit of service. This spirit shows itself—

In the co-operation of our Community Life in peace and war.
In the excellence of the products of our factories.
In the enlightened efforts of employers and public officials to promote the happiness and wellbeing of the people.
The "plus" in our Community Life is a larger degree of co-operation than is found in most communities. Almost anything that it is difficult to do can be done in Rochester. The "get together" spirit is strong. It shows itself in our public organizations such as the Chamber of Commerce, whose work is more largely civic than commercial.

This is so because Rochester business men are wise enough to know that sound and wholesome civic conditions are the foundation upon which is built all permanent community progress. Rochester is showing this spirit of service through co-operation in raising a fund once a year to pay for the operation of all its philanthropies and war relief agencies. While the amount so raised is large—that is not so remarkable as that in 1918-1919 more than one hundred thousand persons subscribed to the fund.

The entire Community is marked by its willingness to work together for a common cause and the practical efficiency with which it accomplishes its purposes.

A manufactured thing bears a stamp of character just as plainly as a man does. Indeed a man stamps his character as well as his name on everything he makes. The spirit of a city, the spirit of its people expresses itself in the products of its factories. Cheap workmen make cheap wares. High grade workmen make high grade wares. High grade workmen will live only in a high grade community. Quality of life writes itself in quality of product. It is all interwoven—life at home, in the school, in the workshop is one. "Keep the Quality Up"—"Rochester Made Means Quality"—"Here Quality Dominates" are only expressions of the community's aspirations; its effort to express itself and to stamp itself as well as its name upon everything it makes and sends out in our own land or across the seas for the use and service of mankind.
This has not all just happened by chance in Rochester. There have been great leaders, men who were not so much concerned with how much they made as how well they made it. It mattered not if it was a camera or a mouse trap, they would make it so well that “the world would make a beaten pathway to their door.” With such leaders, with such a spirit Rochester grew into a great manufacturing city—not with any desire to inherit the earth, but to enjoy the fullness thereof—the fullness of satisfaction, the fullness of skill—the fullness of service.

The spirit of Rochester is the spirit of fair play. Industrial managers want their employees to be healthy and prosperous and happy. Beautiful factories, with every facility for promoting the health and happiness of the workers, abound in Rochester. They are more than factories—they have shrubs, vines and flowers to make working hours pleasant hours. High wages are paid and so high standards of living may be maintained by the employees. Bonuses, wage dividends and stock dividends have been given to employees to increase their prosperity and contentment. Home-owning has been given practical encouragement. Indeed, Rochester homes are largely owned by the people who live in them.

Employer and employee have kept pretty closely together in Rochester, and great things are being done to promote mutual confidence and to give all an increasing share in the fruits of their labor. Public officials, too, have been alert to promote the general health and happiness of the people. You need only to look at our parks, playgrounds and schools to know that Rochester is deeply concerned about other things than shops and factories. The health of young and old is guarded with every care.

Thus the spirit of Rochester abides in our work and play; in our schools and our homes. It is the spirit of service.
Americans love statistics. Facts and figures about Rochester are interesting to Rochesterians. We could easily burden you with the story of the numbers of pairs of shoes and suits of clothes and the miles of photographic film which we make, but we prefer to have you know something of the spirit of Rochester, to get a glimpse into her heart. It is a heart that beats in unison with yours, in unison with the great heart of the world that is being born again.

Gentlemen of Britain, and France, and Italy, and Belgium: Rochester salutes you and extends to you her most distinguished consideration. She welcomes you with

The Spirit of Rochester
The Hosts

O. R. Adams Manufacturing Company  
L. Adler, Bros. & Company  
Alderman Fairchild Company  
The Alling & Cory Company  
American Ribbon & Carbon Company  
American Wood Working Machinery Co.  
Josiah Anstice  
Art-in-Buttons, Incorporated  
Bastian Brothers Company  
Bausch & Lomb Company  
Beech Nut Packing Company  
Betts Machine Company  
George D. B. Bonbright  
C. D. Brown Company, Incorporated  
Wilmot Castle Company  
James G. Comerford  
Co-Operative Foundry Company  
A. B. Cowles  
P. V. Crittenden  
Curtice Brothers Company  
Cutler Mail Chute Company  
Davis Machine Tool Company, Inc.  
Defender Photo Supply Company  
Alvin H. Dewey  
Duffy-Powers Company  
Dugan & Hudson Company  
Eastman Kodak Company  
William Eastwood & Son Company  
George L. Eaton  
E. W. Edwards & Son  
John G. Elbs  
Electro-Surgical Instrument Company  
Empire Last Works  
Erdle Perforating Company  
C. P. Ford & Company  
John B. Frey Company, Incorporated  
General Railway Signal Company  
J. W. Gillis Company  
Gleason Works  
Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Company  
The Hayden Company  
Hibbard, Kalbfleisch & Palmer  
Hickey-Freeman Company  
Hickok Manufacturing Company  
Granger A. Hollister  
Huther Brothers Saw Mfg. Company  
John Kelly, Incorporated  
E. Kirstein Sons Company  
Major F. K. Knowlton  
Langslow-Fowler Company  
Max Lowenthal & Sons  
Luitwieler Pumping Engine Company  
McCall Machine Works  
The Menihan Company  
Michaels, Stern & Company  
John C. Moore Corporation  
Morgan Machine Company  
National Brass Manufacturing Company  
New York Canners, Incorporated  
North East Electric Company  
The Pfaudler Company  
Richardson Corporation  
Ricker Manufacturing Company  
Ritter Dental Mfg. Company, Inc.  
Robeson Cutlery Company  
Rochester Button Company  
Rochester Clearing House Association  
Rochester Folding Box Company  
Rochester Last Works  
Rochester Heel Company  
Rochester Rotary Washer Company  
Rochester Stamping Company  
Rosenberg Brothers Company  
Schlegel Manufacturing Company  
Cesare Sconfietti  
Selden Truck Corporation  
Seneca Camera Manufacturing Company  
M. B. Shantz, Incorporated  
Sherwood Shoe Company  
Shinola Company  
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Company  
Samuel Sloan & Company  
J. Hungerford Smith Company  
Stecher Lithographic Company  
The Stein-Bloch Company  
Charles Stern & Company  
R. J. Strasenburgh Company  
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.  
Taylor Instrument Companies  
Todd Protectograph Company  
Utz and Dunn Company  
Vacuo-Static Carbon Company  
Vogt Manufacturing Corporation  
Wheeler-Green Electric Company  
Nathan G. Williams  
Yawman & Erbe Mfg. Company
Committees

GEORGE EASTMAN  Honorary Chairman
GEORGE W. TODD  General Chairman

Reception Committee

HON. H. H. EDGERTON  Honorary Chairman
RUSH RHEES  Chairman

GRANGER A. HOLLISTER
JAMES S. HAVENS
JAMES G. CUTLER

Edward G. Miner
W. W. Hibbard

And Officers of the Rochester Chamber of Commerce
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Committee on France

J. T. ALLING
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JAMES F. HAMILTON
T. E. BASTIAN
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FRANK W. LOVEJOY
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avery B. DAVIS
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EDWARD A. HALBLEIB
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CESARE SCONFIETTI  Chairman
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Frank W. Lovejoy Chairman
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Joseph T. Alling
A. H. Swan

Program Committee  
Frank S. Thomas Chairman
Frank S. Noble
Jeremiah G. Hickey
Andrew C. Gleason
Herbert J. Winn

Publicity and Printing Committee  
Roland B. Woodward Chairman
Herbert W. Bramley
Charles W. Allen

Hotel Committee  
Alvin H. Dewey Chairman
M. P. Whipple
George A. Scoville

Automobile Committee  
George Dietrich Chairman
G. Fred Laube
Harry A. Silvernail
Morris F. Clark
W. Slayton Wilson

Luncheon and Dinner Committee  
Wendell J. Curtis Chairman
Edward Weter
Throop M. Wilder
S. Rae Hickok

Edmund Lyon
Simon N. Stein
J. G. Menihan
Edgar N. Curtice
Elmer E. Fairchild

Henry W. Morgan
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Edward Bausch
C. W. Smith
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B. E. Wilson

W. G. Woodworth
E. M. Hawkins

Frank J. Rohr
H. H. Sullivan
H. E. Akerly
J. H. Neubert

F. I. Barth
Roswell C. Laub
O. R. Adams
Baggage Committee
Fred James Chairman
Ezra M. Sparlin
P. L. Arnold
F. H. Rodel
E. F. Vacheron
Charles W. Mayer
Joseph Knoff

Charles H. Miller
John W. Hertel
John S. Wright
Leon W. James
George Hafner
M. L. DeVenne

Committee on Credit and Finance
George J. Keyes Chairman
Charles H. Babcock
H. P. Brewster
Wilmot Castle
Rufus K. Dryer
John C. Frankland
John H. Gregory
Irving F. Hoyt
A. C. Jackson
Ira D. Kingsbury

Fred W. Zoller
Thomas E. Lannin
Percy R. McPhail
Henry F. Marks
Darrell D. Sully
Thomas J. Swanton
Robert C. Watson
Edward Weter
Julius M. Wile
William G. Woodworth
THE following manufacturers of Rochester welcome the Allied Trade Commissioners and in the Spirit of Rochester hope through your visit, to promote trade relations with you, as well as strengthen the bonds which bind our countries together —
Kodak

a world-wide institution

The entire field of photography is practically covered by the products of the Eastman Kodak Company. It supplies from its factories all the requirements of the amateur, the professional, and the sensitized goods for the cinematographer, the X-Ray specialist and the scientist.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester, New York, U.S.A.

Works at
Rochester, New York
Harrow, England
Toronto, Canada
Melbourne, Australia

European Wholesale Offices:
France:—Kodak, Société Anonyme, 39 Avenue Montaigne, Paris.
Italy:—Kodak, Societa Anonima, 6 Via Vittor Pisani, Milan.
Belgium:—Kodak, Limited, 36 Rue de l'Echayer, Brussels.

Total number of Kodak employees over fifteen thousand
Main Plant and Offices
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Established in 1853

ONE of the world's foremost manufacturers of optical instruments and lenses—covers more than 25 acres of floor space, employs 4,500 hands and controls every process, from glass manufacture and scientific computation to finished product.


Products include:
- Microscopes
- Photographic Lenses
- Projection Lanterns (Balopticons)
- Ophthalmic Lenses and Instruments
- Photomicrographic Apparatus
- Engineering Instruments
- Range Finders and Gun Sights for Army and Navy
- Periscopes
- Searchlight Mirrors
- Binoculars
- Optical Glass
- Optical Measuring Instruments
- Microtomes
- Magnifiers
- Readers and other high-grade optical equipment and accessories

All products are of standard design, have withstood the test of exacting service and are fully guaranteed.
Leaders of the World in Filing Equipment

Yawman and Erbe Filing Equipment and System Supplies were first manufactured in 1880. Not only our domestic, but our export business has increased until today "Y and E" products are to be found in business, professional and government offices in every part of the world.

The line is extensive and adaptable, to meet exactly the record-keeping needs of our customers. And "Here Quality Dominates."

Complete catalogues will gladly be sent anywhere upon request.

**Yawman and Erbe Mfg. Co.**

424 St. Paul Street, Rochester, N.Y.

Export Offices:
360 Broadway, New York City, U.S.A.

Cable Address: "Yawmanerbe, New York"

Codes: Western Union, A. B. C. 5th Edition Improved
Protectograph
Check Writer
(Todd Two-color Patents)

Protecting the Money of the Allies

The Protectograph is the world's standard of protection for checks, drafts, bills, acceptances, and other negotiable documents. It prints the full amount legibly, in words, "shredded" through the paper in two indelible colors, a complete word to each turn of the handle. This is the fastest and most convenient method of writing and protecting amounts.

The Protectograph Catalogue illustrates the work of the Protectograph in 57 different languages and monetary systems. There are over 750,000 Protectographs in use, each one bearing the name and guarantee of Todd. (Copy of Catalogue, showing the work of the machine in any desired language, on request.)

TODD PROTECTOGRAPH CO. (Established 1899)
1126 University Ave., Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.

World's Largest Makers of Check-protecting Devices and Forgery-proof Checks
The General Railway Signal Company are Engineers, Manufacturers and Erectors of Railway Signaling Appliances.

Their products are Electric Interlocking employing Dynamic Indication, Mechanical Interlocking, Electro-Mechanical Interlocking, Automatic Block Signaling and Manually Operated Block Signals.

Not only are their systems and appliances used by over one hundred railroads in the United States and Canada, but extensive installations have been made in foreign countries, among which are the Block and Interlocking Systems on the South Australian Railways, Australia, and the Electric Interlocking System at Victoria Station, London.

Ask for Reference Handbook "Electric Interlocking."

GENERAL RAILWAY SIGNAL COMPANY Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.

New York    Chicago    Montreal    London    Sydney
The best stores in the British Isles, on the Continent, in Australia, India and the Orient, use fine luggage chosen from our catalogues.

“Likly” Luggage

Established 1844

A Complete assortment of both very high grade and more popular priced Wardrobe Trunks, Dress and Steamer Trunks, fine Traveling Bags, Portmanteaux and Suit Cases.

HENRY LIKLY & COMPANY, Makers
Main Office and Factory:
Rochester, New York, U.S.A.

New York City Chicago, Illinois
This was the first clothing label registered in America. It represented the highest ideal in men's clothing. Today, although standards have changed, that ideal remains the same.

Stein-Bloch Smart Clothes

are the expression of a real purpose—the same purpose that underlies character, culture and worthy attainment of every sort.

THE STEIN-BLOCH CO.
Wholesale Tailors
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
Pfaudler
Glass Enameled Steel

This Enamel has revolutionized methods of handling corrosive and sensitive liquids. It is acid resistant, and may be had in large sizes with a variety of shapes. During the war it made many processes practical which would otherwise have been discarded. In the Dairy Products, Canning and Beverage Industries it is enabling manufacturers to operate on a scale hitherto unknown and it is raising the standards of these products. The Pharmaceutical Industries use it extensively. A list of Pfaudler customers is practically a roster of the names of America's business institutions. Used in over a hundred different branches of industry.

Partial List of Industries using Pfaudler Glass Enameled Steel Equipment:
- Dyestuffs
- Explosives
- Edible Oils
- Canned Goods
- Dairy Products
- Fruit Products
- Pharmaceuticals
- Foods

Partial List of Solutions Pfaudler Glass Lined Steel is used to Process:
- Hydrochloric Acid
- Nitric Acid
- Sulphuric Acid
- Milk
- Fruit Juices
- Alcoholic Solutions
- Distilled Water

Special Equipment made to suit your needs

Plant of The Pfaudler Co. at Lincoln Park, Rochester, N.Y.

THE PFAUDLER CO., ROCHESTER, NEW YORK.

New York  Chicago  St. Louis  San Francisco

America's Best Law Books
Made in Rochester

The Lawyers Co-operative Publishing Company of Rochester, founded in 1882, by lawyers for lawyers, is one of the world's great industries devoted exclusively to the making of law books.

In the building shown at the right of the above scene there are edited, printed, bound and published, many of America's leading legal series comprising the Annotated Report System. These sets give the leading cases from the final courts of all jurisdictions of the United States, together with extensive and exhaustive legal annotations, known far and wide for their excellence.

United States Supreme Court Reports, \textit{Lawyers Edition}, (Reports of the Nation's highest court—(extensively annotated)—sold in 16 countries of the world.)
American Law Reports, Annotated .... new 1919
Lawyers Reports Annotated .... 1888-1918
American Decisions and Reports .... 1760-1887 (Extra Annotated)
Ruling Case Law (A new text statement of the law from principle)
Public Utilities Reports Annotated .... 1915-1919
also
British Ruling Cases .... 1900 to date
English Ruling Cases .... earliest times to 1900

THE LAWYERS CO-OPERATIVE PUBLISHING CO.
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, U.S.A.
MICHAELS, STERN & COMPANY

LARGEST Manufacturers of high grade Rochester made Clothing.

Creators and makers of

Michaels-Stern
Value-First Clothes
The Home of Wollensak Products

Wollensak

Photographic Lenses and Shutters

through a uniformly high quality of workmanship, have gained for themselves an enviable reputation in the photographic world of today. Professionals prefer them, and their popularity among amateurs is evidenced by the fact that the majority of American manufacturers, as well as many in other countries, specify "Wollensak" lenses and shutters as standard equipment.

Our modern plant of 80,000 square feet floor space is shown above, the largest plant in America devoted solely to the manufacture of photographic lenses. Our line includes a lens for every purpose, a dozen different types in focal lengths from 3½" to 26" (88 m/m to 660 m/m).

Special optical equipment can be furnished promptly and at low cost, upon receipt of proper specifications. Manufacturers requiring standard or special equipment are invited to write for samples and prices.

Catalogue sent free on request


Australian Agents: David Blanski, Box 2935, G. P. O., Sydney, N. S. Wales.

Italian Agents: L. Alberi & Co., 17, Via Carlo Goldoni, Milano.


WOLLSENSAK OPTICAL COMPANY

Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.

Cable Address: "Wollensak"
The present modern, sanitary plant where “True Fruit” products are made

“True Fruit”
Soda Fountain Flavors

The J. Hungerford Smith Co’s plant, the largest in the world for the manufacture of Fruits and Syrups for fountain uses, is situated at Rochester, in the center of New York’s famous fruit belt. Its “True Fruit” Quality Soda Fountain Flavors are world-known.

A large Export department is maintained where special attention is given to foreign orders.

J. HUNGERFORD SMITH COMPANY
Rochester, New York, U.S.A.
Tycos Temperature Instruments

"Silent Servants of Humanity"

FROM the kitchen range to the steel rolling mill—in every industry, in practically every phase and activity of life, temperature and temperature control is a mighty factor.

Everything you eat, wear or use is affected by temperature and without temperature indicating, recording and controlling devices there could be no food preserving industry, no refrigeration, no steel industry, no rubber manufacture—none of a myriad industries. And physicians and surgeons would be at a loss for accurate aids in safeguarding human life.

There are over 8,000 different kinds of temperature and pressure indicating, recording and controlling instruments in the Tycos line—over 8,000 silent servants of humanity. And in practically every industry and in every land Tycos instruments are known and used because of their dependable accuracy. Correspondence invited. Catalogues on request.

Taylor Instrument Companies

Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
Menihan
Shoes for Women

An important unit of Industrial Rochester. Menihan shoes, through their advanced ideas in design and manufacture, are universally known. They cover a line of Women's high grade Turnes, Welts and McKay products.

A factory capacity of immense proportions, sustaining a standard of quality all its own.

With a large and constantly growing export trade, our facilities to conduct this important branch are of the very best.

THE MENIHAN COMPANY
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
ADLER-ROCHESTER
CLOTHES

Designed to meet the
verdict of the most
critical whether at
home or abroad.

The strongest appeal of
Adler-Rochester-Clothes
is to the cultivated taste.
THE items illustrated show a few of the many beautiful, artistic and practical Table Utilities manufactured by the

ROCHESTER STAMPING CO.

Manufacturers of the famous

"ROYAL-ROCHESTER"

Nickelware and Silverware

Factories and General Offices

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

New York City Show Rooms

200 Fifth Avenue
The Cunningham Car

James Cunningham, Son & Co.
Rochester, N. Y., U.S.A.
Rochester, N. Y., is the Home of

"Blue Label"

CANNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
JAMS, JELLIES, MARMALADES AND PRESERVES
PLUM PUDDING, MINCE MEAT, MEAT DELICACIES
TOMATO KETCHUP AND CHILI SAUCE
"CHOCOLATTA"
(An instant chocolate containing milk and sugar)

COMMENCING business in 1868, we are among the pioneers in the production of prepared foods. Our main factory situated at Rochester, N. Y., is in the locality known as "The Garden of the Genesee," which produces the finest fruits and vegetables in the world. In addition, four other factories—each located in a rich producing section of the United States, chosen because of soil and climate—enable us to select the choicest ripe fruits and vegetables and preserve them immediately, thus retaining all their freshness and flavor.

"Blue Label" products represent the highest quality that the finest materials and long experience can produce. They are favorably known the world over.

We shall be glad to furnish further particulars to those interested.

CURTICE BROTHERS CO.
Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.
Ford—a name well known in the shoe markets of the world

FOR a great many years it has been our pleasure to maintain business relations with extensive buyers of fine footwear in far-away lands.

That our efforts to please have been successful is shown by our extensive and growing exportation of Women's Shoes of superior value and fine fitting and wearing qualities.

We are pleased to extend a greeting to our visitors from across the water. Our service and facilities are always at their command.

C. P. FORD & CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y., U. S. A.

NEW YORK CITY: 127 DUANE STREET

Cable address, "Fordtum"
Seneca Cameras
bring home the pictures

SENECA CAMERA MFG. CO.
Rochester, N.Y.

Makers of Fine Cameras and Photographic Equipment
Haloid

Photographic Papers of quality

HALOID IMPERA, for portraits of the highest type.
HALOID CAMEO, for portraits in sepia.
HALOID FLEXO, for amateur prints.
ENLARGING HALOID, for fine enlargements of contact quality.

THE HALOID COMPANY
Manufacturers of Photo Papers of Quality
Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.
MANUFACTURERS of all the different types of photographic lenses and lenses for other purposes, cameras, photographic apparatus and prism binoculars,

**Projection Lenses**

for motion picture machines and stereopticans.

Our success at home gives us confidence that we can make new friends in other countries for our products, which help to maintain the Rochester standard of quality, and inquiries will be greatly appreciated from importers.

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN OPTICAL CO.

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

Established 1884
Adams
"Short-Cut" Lathe

For quantity production of short duplicate parts

THE illustration shows one of Rochester's latest machine tool products. It is a powerful lathe designed for rapidly turning large or small quantities of duplicate parts on a manufacturing basis.

Lathe has enormous power, is extremely simple and has all the features of a standard engine lathe. It is provided with a six-speed geared head with all gears running in a bath of oil. Bronze bearings are provided for all shafts.

Oil pan is part of the standard equipment. It is so arranged that tank and pipe connections can be added at any time later, all bolt holes being drilled and tapped for that purpose.

Regular equipment consists of oil pan, face plate, compound rest, set of centers, tool post complete, automatic stop for apron and necessary wrenches.

O. R. ADAMS MFG. CO., INC.
ROCHESTER, N. Y., U. S. A.
A field of Asters on one of the famous Vick Seed Farms near Rochester.

JAMES VICK'S SONS

America's oldest catalogue seed concern

Importers Exporters

The first to introduce many European seeds to America, including Sweet Peas. Largest growers of Asters in America, and introducers of more well-known varieties than all other American seedsmen combined.

Our extensive farms devoted to the production of vegetable, field and flower seeds, plants, bulbs, etc., are among the show places of Western New York. Over 7,500 have been our guests on a single day to view the beautiful display of flowers. For more than 70 years this concern has been largely instrumental in securing and maintaining for our fair city the well-recognized and far-famed title—

Rochester

"The Flower City"

The city where quality is supreme
In May, 1874, Mr. Sargent attached the first time lock ever used in the world to a vault door of the First National Bank of Morrison, Ills.

Besides Time Locks, we manufacture Combination Locks for Burglar and Fire Proof Safes and Vaults of every description. Our Safe Deposit Box Locks are made of cast bronze with individual and custodian keys different for each set in use.

The S. & G. key locks of the secure lever type are unsurpassed for security and smooth working qualities.

For over half a century, it has been our constant aim to produce nothing but the highest types of security.

SARGENT & GREENLEAF, INC.
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

Established 1865
Where 700 people make Adverting Novelties

THE general and executive offices are on the second floor. Ample natural light from four sides and overhead. All manufacturing operations on the ground floor. Size of building, 180 x 480 feet.

Equipped with latest devices for manufacturing and for employees' comfort—including temperature and humidity controlling system, hospital facilities, lunch and rest rooms.

Surrounded by 11 acres of open space, tree and shrub decorated grounds, and recreational and athletic provisions and fields.

Grown from one employee to 700—and still growing.

Sales offices in nearly all large cities.

BASTIAN BROS. CO.
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
Ignition Unit
Interchangeable with Magneto

Electric Generator
for charging the battery and supplying the lights

Combination Unit Electric Starter-Generator
for performing both starting and generating functions

Electric Starting Motor for cranking the engine

North East Electrical Equipment for Automotive Vehicles is the adopted standard on such prominent American and European makes of Automobiles, Motor Trucks and Tractors as Dodge Brothers, Reo, Berliet, Renault, White, Gramm-Bernstein, International and Holt Caterpillar.
The quality of the RED CROSS line of Stoves, Ranges and Furnaces is the result of over half a century's experience in producing high grade cooking and heating necessities. Incorporated in 1867 the enviable reputation obtained for Red Cross products has been justly merited by the constant endeavor to produce the best possible.

The constructive features of all Red Cross products receive the most critical attention. The accuracy of construction and perfect operation of each article is fully determined by exhaustive tests before they are placed at the disposal of dealers and offered for sale. The designs are exclusive and contain many new and original features which are up to the minute at all times.

A plant ranking as one of the largest in the United States devoted to Stove and Furnace manufacture, and embracing a total of upwards of 500,000 feet floor space, with modern equipment to facilitate their manufacture, stands back of this celebrated line of Stoves and Furnaces.

Established 1867

CO-OPERATIVE FOUNDRY CO.

Manufacturers of Red Cross Stoves and Ranges.
Bermuda, Ajax, Empire and Empire Pipeless Furnaces

Rochester, New York, U. S. A.

EUROPEAN AGENCY: Chas. DeSterke, Rotterdam, Neth. Co-Operative Foundry Co., Chicago, Ill.

Correspondence invited in any language.
GLEASON WORKS
Manufacturers of
Bevel Gear Cutting Machinery
and Gears
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
“Iron Horse” Brand

“As strong as the name implies”

MADE from extra heavy galvanized sheets, strongly reinforced with wire hoops, steel slats, and shaped iron bands, where such reinforcement is required.

Specially made bottoms to stand the wear and tear of each requirement.

Years of experience have shown us the right way to make our product.

Before shipping we make sure that every article is true to the standard which we ourselves should demand.

For sale by all dealers

ROCHESTER CAN CO.
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
Products made on

Knowlton

Paper Package Machinery

EQUIPMENT for the manufacture of all sizes and kinds of Paper Boxes, Paper Tubes, Corrugated Board, Corrugated Shipping Cases and Fibre Containers.

Everything for cutting, gumming, treating and forming Paper and Board.

Manufacturers of

K. & B. Box Corner Staying Material and Gummed Papers

Auburn Ball Bearing Company

Manufacturers of Ball Bearings

M. D. Knowlton Company

Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.


Cable Address: "Stayer, Rochester," A. B. C. Code
FOOTWEAR for women that for half a century has maintained the highest standard of quality.

Known and recommended by America's most particular merchants as

"THOSE BETTER SHOES"

JOHN KELLY, Incorporated
Welts and Turns
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

NEW YORK CITY:
No. 105 Graham Building, Church and Duane Sts.
LEVY BROS. CLOTHING CO., located at Rochester, N. Y., one of the world's leading clothing markets, are leaders as well as makers of Better Fabric ready-for-service suits and overcoats for men and young men.

The manufacture of this high grade clothing is conducted under the most ideal conditions, employing only the very best quality workmanship.

Levy Bros. Clothing Co
Rochester, N.Y.

AMERICAN WOOD WORKING MACHINERY COMPANY
Executive and General Sales Offices
591 Lyell Ave., Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.
Sherwood Shoe Company

EXCLUSIVE manufacturers of McKay sewed women's shoes.

Daily output of five thousand to six thousand pairs.

Large export department maintained. Special attention given to foreign orders.

SHERWOOD SHOE COMPANY

South Goodman Street
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
Movette
A Motion Picture Camera for Everybody
Send for Complete Illustrated Catalogue

Movette Inc.
295 State Street
Rochester, N. Y.
MEN who are acclimated to wearing cor-
rect apparel, are accustomed to calling
for a Hickok Belt and Initial Buckle—they
know they are getting the best.

It is only natural, therefore, that leading Haber-
dashers, Men's Shops, and Jewelers are always
ready to supply Belts and Buckles made by
Hickok.

The Hickok Mfg. Co.
Rochester, N.Y.

The correct style and artistic
merit of a Hickok Initial Buckle
and Belt are as unquestioned as its
practical value as a dress accessory.
So general is the popular demand
for Hickok Initial Buckles and
Belts, that they may be found on
display in the leading Haberdash-
ers, Men's Shops and Department
Stores.

The Hickok Mfg. Co.
Rochester, N.Y.

HICKOK MFG. CO., ROCHESTER, N.Y., U.S.A.
"Maid of Honor"

Syrups and Crushed Fruits for Soda Fountain Use

The Serving of ice cream, ice cream sodas, fancy drinks and desserts at the Soda Fountain is a distinctive American custom.

The preparation of the Syrups and Fruits for flavoring these delicacies is one of America's greatest industries.

"Maid of Honor" Syrups and Crushed Fruits, made in Rochester, New York, are distinguished for their purity, their unusual quality and flavor. "Maid of Honor" products are served at the best fountains everywhere.

RICHARDSON CORPORATION
Rochester, New York, U. S. A.
Paper Box Machinery

Consisting of

Parry Single Corner Cutter  Parry Portable Missanne Gluer
Parry Double Corner Cutter  Parry Missanne Gluer
Parry Sheet Lining Machine  Parry Covering Machine
Parry Roll Lining Machine   Parry Flange Bender
Parry Folding Box Gluer     Parry Glue or Paste Mixer
Parry Slotting and Creasing Machine

SAMUEL R. PARRY
222-230 Mill Street
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, U. S. A.

European Representatives: ANDREW & SUTER, 25 Goswell Road, London, E. C.
New Buildings are now Under Construction to Double Capacity of Plant as shown above.

Rochester
Duesenberg

The Power of the Hour

ROCHESTER MOTORS CO., Inc.

Gasoline and Electric Motors for those who know and want the best
LIGHTNING LETTER OPENER
Motor Driven (Model A-5)

Model A-5

LIGHTNING LETTER OPENER
Hand Driven (Model H)
This model will open about two hundred letters per minute. Equipped with an automatic feed.

Model H

LIGHTNING LETTER SEALER
Hand Driven (Model K)
Securely and neatly seals envelopes of commercial sizes at the rate of from seventy-five to one hundred fifty per minute. Automatic in operation.

Model K

Manufactured in Rochester by
THE BIRCHER COMPANY, Inc.
THE BRUNO ATTACHMENT is applied to the shaper or planer as quickly as you can change a tool in a tool post. It is manufactured in the following sizes:

No. 0 taking from \( \frac{3}{8} " \) to \( \frac{1}{4} " \) Round Shank Cutting Tools
No. 1 taking from \( \frac{1}{2} " \) to \( \frac{3}{8} " \) Round Shank Cutting Tools
No. 2 taking from \( \frac{3}{8} " \) to \( \frac{3}{4} " \) Round Shank Cutting Tools

The attachment is simple in construction, made of high-grade steel, heat treated, hardened, and fully guaranteed.

The attachment is provided with an adjustable friction arm which rides on the head slide and prevents vibration of tool when in operation, at any speed. When Bruno Attachment is applied it becomes part of the shaper, and practically makes a horizontal slotter out of the shaper; in fact, no shaper is complete without a Bruno Attachment.

H. A. MOORE CO.
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, U. S. A.
The Fearless Dishwashing System

In use in Hotels, Restaurants, Factory Lunch Rooms, Schools, Hospitals, Sanitariums, and all kinds of places where a number of people are served, throughout the United States of America.

Contributes to the efficiency of any kitchen

The Beal

The most improved and practical system of cooling drinking water for

Hotels  Offices
Restaurants  Hospitals
Clubs  Sanitariums
Schools  Factories and
Shops  Public Buildings

Manufactured by

FEARLESS DISHWASHER CO., Incorporated
175 Colvin Street, Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.
1050 University Avenue, ROCHESTER, N. Y., U. S. A.
Cable Address: "Stromcarl"

Manufacturers of
Magneto Telephone Equipment

No. 896 Wall Telephone
No. 1000 Desk Telephone
No. 1178 Microphone
No. 890 Mine-A-Phone
No. 105 Switchboard

Telephone Equipment for Private Installations

No. 901 Wall Telephone
No. 903 Microphone
No. 1128 Private-Line Telephone
No. 905 Switchboard

Common Battery Telephone Equipment

No. 922 Desk Telephone
No. 10 Microphone
No. 1129 Wall Telephone
No. 101 Switchboard
No. 102 Switchboard

A 10,000 Line Stromberg-Carlson Multiple Switchboard
HUTHER BROTHERS
SAWS

A Saw for Every Use—A Use for Every Saw

Combining the superior workmanship and distinctive features that can only come from 50 years of making better saws—better.

Huther Bros. Saw Mfg. Co., Inc.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Write us for list of saws suited to your requirements.
Sterilizers

For Hospitals, Laboratories, Dentists and Physicians

Surgical Instruments, Dressings, Utensils—everything in fact used in connection with surgical operations in the modern hospital that must be sterilized may be sterilized in Castle Sterilizers. And there are suitable Castle Sterilizers for the office work of physicians and dentists, designed not only from the standpoint of utility, but they are attractive in appearance as well.

The illustration below shows a complete sterilizing unit for a hospital operating room. The sterilizers are compactly mounted on one stand to simplify their operation and to economize floor space.

In requesting literature, state the purpose for which the sterilizers are to be used. We will be glad to have you visit our factory at 1155 University Avenue.

Wilmot Castle Company
Manufacturers of Sterilizers and Bacteriological Apparatus

University Avenue Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.
Davis Machine Tool Co., Inc.
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of
Close Coupled Tool Room Lathes
Engine Lathes
Boring, Forming, Chucking Lathes
Shapers
Cutting Off Machines
Keyseaters
Drill Presses
They MUST Be Right

No Selden Truck is permitted to leave the Selden factory until it is worthy of the name "SELDEN." Every Selden Truck must possess its full quota of the same flexibility, the same rugged construction, the same titanic motive power and the same surplus powers of endurance which have earned for Selden Trucks their enviable reputation for performances the world over.

The first gasoline motor propelled road wagon in all the world was a SELDEN. The present types of SELDEN TRUCKS are the product of continuous experimentation, observation and experience in manufacture since the day of their inception.

SELDEN TRUCK CORPORATION, Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.
Hickey-Freeman garments have all the skill and taste and style of costly custom clothes.

Hickey-Freeman Co.
Rochester, New York, U.S.A.
New York Office, 200 Fifth Avenue
Carbon Paper
and
Typewriter Ribbons

ONION SKIN finish
Carbon and Eagle brand Ribbons, being the pioneer brands, have been in constant use for more than twenty-five years.

Manufactured in various finishes for the typewriter and pencil to meet all requirements. Give sharp impressions and NON-SMUT.

EAGLE BRAND RIBBONS
do not fill the type

AMERICAN RIBBON & CARBON CO.
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
Shoudering the World’s Riveting

"The Hammer with the Human Stroke"

The High Speed Hammer

heads rivets cold—flush or countersunk—at the rate of:

- A rivet in 3 to 5 seconds, \( \frac{5}{8} \) to \( \frac{7}{8} \)
- A rivet in 10 to 20 seconds, \( \frac{7}{8} \) to \( 1\frac{1}{2} \)
- A rivet in 3 seconds, \( \frac{3}{8} \) to \( \frac{5}{8} \)

Finished any shape desired, tight or loose. Built in 8 sizes.

Model E-50 High Speed, Motor-Driven Ball-Bearing Sensitive Bench Drill Press

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height over all</td>
<td>24&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>7(\frac{1}{16})&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of Spindle</td>
<td>7(\frac{1}{16})&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spindle Feed</td>
<td>2(\frac{1}{4})&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>62 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity, from smallest to 14&quot; Drills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE HIGH SPEED HAMMER CO., Inc.
Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.

YOU will find that the slogan, "Rochester Made Means Quality," takes on an added meaning after enjoying a serving of Woodcock Macaroni, Spaghetti or Egg Noodles. Woodcock quality is so pronounced that once Woodcock Products are used, nothing else will satisfy—substitution is for-ever barred.

Selected wheat scientifically "cured" by the exclusive Woodcock process gives to Woodcock Products a flavor and deliciousness never yet approached in other brands.

Made by Americans in a strictly sanitary food factory from the choicest part of the richest wheat grown, Woodcock Products are unquestionably the choice of those who appreciate the best.

Star Egg Carriers and Trays, other products of our factory, have been installed by more than 70% of the Retail Grocers of the United States and Canada, and are saving thousands of dollars annually through eliminating breakage in the delivery of eggs by vehicle.

Information regarding either Woodcock Macaroni Products or Star Egg Carriers and Trays will be cheerfully furnished on request.

JOHN G. ELBS
Rochester, New York, U. S. A.
Louis Holtz & Sons, Inc.

Makers of custom tailored clothing for men and young men. Featuring models and imported fabrics seldom presented in ready-for-service garments.

Made at Rochester, N.Y.
BASSINET, Play Pen and Indoor Carriage combined. Kumfy Krib is Baby's Castle where His Majesty or Her Ladyship reigns supreme, asleep or awake. In slumber, in the house or out-of-doors, baby is protected from dust, danger and disease; awake, baby reaches for toys close at hand instead of crying for mother to dance attendance.

A Nursery-on-Wheels, Kumfy Krib deserves a place in the small cottage or great house. In the city apartment or country home it stands guard over baby's welfare, comfort and happiness.

Twenty-six inches in width when open and eight inches folded, Kumfy Krib passes through doorways without touching the casings, or may be carried when traveling in train or auto. Exclusive feature enables position of bed to be raised or lowered without disturbing baby. Rubber tired wheels are set in metal swivels so they turn easily but will never work loose. Handsomely finished in heavy white metal.

Write us direct for literature giving complete details.

THE ADJUSTABLE SALES CORPORATION
1044 Jay Street, Rochester, N.Y.
Distributing Portable Ionization Outfit

Ritter Dental Equipment

Descriptive literature on request

RITTER
DENTAL MFG. CO., Inc.
ROCHESTER, N. Y., U. S. A.
The Plant and the Product

Heavy Machine Tools

Planers
Slotting Machines
Boring and Turning Mills
Horizontal Boring, Drilling and Milling Machines

Engine Lathes
Axle Lathes
Tire Turning Mills

BETTS MACHINE COMPANY
171 Winton Road
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

Builders of Heavy Duty Machine Tools for more than half a century
Brown's Fine Calf Leathers
for the Export Trade

Our leathers have received the unqualified endorsement of leading shoe manufacturers in many of the European countries.

Used in leading makes of men's and women's shoes in the United States and abroad.

High quality and fashionable finish are the outstanding features of these well-known calfskins.

Among our popular brands are:

Brown's Koko 4 Brown's Black Ooze
Brown's Otter 12 Brown's Rich Tan 11
(The Original "Sunpru" Colors)

Brown's No. 15 is highly approved by our increasing export trade. Plain and Boarded.

We will be pleased to submit samples of any of our calfskins on request.

C. D. Brown & Co., Inc.
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.

Boston: 50 South Street Cable Address: "Gencalf"
Handy as a bicycle; efficient as a motorcycle.

Weighs 70 pounds.

Speed, 3 to 30 miles per hour, 80 to 100 miles per gallon, gasoline.

The lowest price power two-wheeler on the American market.

CYClemotor corporation
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
ROCHESTER LAST WORKS
Rochester, New York
Manufacturers of Fine Lasts
Members of the
Allied Missions

are cordially invited to
inspect the Rochester
factory of the

BEECH-NUT PACKING COMPANY
1237 MAIN STREET EAST

Manufacturers of

Jams  Jellies  Preserves  Tomato Catsup
Chili Sauce  Beans  Mustard, etc.
The Hi-Speed Trailercar

CARRIES a one-ton load at full speed behind any passenger automobile or truck. Attached and detached without tools.

Performs the work of a truck without marring the auto.

On exhibition at International Tractor, Trailer and Farm Implement Exchange, 480 Lexington Avenue, New York City.

Manufactured by the
HI-SPEED TRAILERCAR COMPANY
East Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
Combination Grease and Oil Gun

Typical Transmission Pump Installation

KELLOGG
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ROCHESTER N.Y. U.S.A.
AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
TIRE PUMPS
FOR PASSENGER CARS AND TRUCKS

Air Compressors
for
Public and Private Garages—Engine Driven Pumps
For Passenger Cars and Trucks
Hand Pumps and Grease Guns

Kellogg Hand Pump No. 8
Kellogg Garage Compressor, Model EM 42
THE SCHLEGEL MANUFACTURING CO.
College Avenue and Goodman Street
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Manufacturers of
Textiles
for Scientific, Mechanical and
Trimming uses
Paper Boxes

EVERY detail in the process of turning out paper boxes, from the simplest to the most complicated design, completed in our own factory.

Quality
the best

Quantity
unlimited

Service
absolute

HIGH GRADE PAPER BOXES designed by artists, finished by artists. Boxes that are practical to build and of maximum durability. The last word in attractiveness.

THE ALDERMAN FAIRCHILD CO.
Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.

Shipments to all parts of the world
A. P. LITTLE
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.

Manufacturer of
Typewriter Ribbons and
Carbon Papers
since 1885

Main Office:
409-415 Powers Building, Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.

Branch Offices:
287 Broadway, New York City
105 South 11th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Distributing Office for England and the Continent:—
Wm. Hoare & Co., St. Michael's House, Basinghall St.,
London, E.C. 2, England

Distributing Office for Australia:—
Stott & Hoare Pty., Ltd., 426 Collins St., Melbourne, Australia
Furniture

HUBBARD, ELDREDGE & MILLER manufacture a large line of Living-room Chairs, Rockers and Suites, including overstuffed as well as plain upholstered seats; cane, flag and wood seats in both period and fancy designs.

HUBBARD, ELDREDGE & MILLER Rochester, New York, U.S.A.

Factory and Offices: 280 Lyell Avenue, Cor. Dewey
For the efficient handling of loads—

**Labor Saving Devices**

- Electric Hoists
- Mono-Rails
- Bridge Cranes
- Buckets
- Chain Hoists

**For the Farmer**

- Feed and Litter Carriers
- Hay Carriers
- Cattle Stalls
- Cattle Stanchions
- Water Basins

Send sketch and particulars of your requirements to

**THE RICKER MFG. CO.,**
**Rochester, New York**
**U. S. A.**
THE CUTLER MAILING SYSTEM

The modern method of posting letters from the upper stories of buildings.

Cutler Mail Chutes and Mail Boxes are made in Rochester in our own factory, built, equipped and operated for this work.

Circulars and full information on request.

CUTLER MAIL CHUTE COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.
ATLANTIC
High Grade Metal Ware
Dairy, Kitchen and
Laundry Supplies
Write for catalogue

ATLANTIC STAMPING COMPANY
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
Art in Buttons

INCORPORATED

Rochester, New York, U. S. A.

The Home of Art in Buttons

Manufacturers and Exporters

of

Buttons

for all purposes

APPROPRIATE STYLES—DISTINCTIVE DESIGNS

SUPERIOR QUALITY

THE EXCLUSIVE BUTTON HOUSE

for

HIGH CLASS NOVELTIES

LONDON

G. F. Fuller

Fitchett's Ct.

Noble Street

NEW YORK

1450 Broadway

Lowell Building

PARIS

Geo. Rheims

42 Rue de Paradis
The LUITWIELER SYSTEM
of Non-Pulsating
DEEP WELL PUMPS

For City, Village and Corporate Water Works, Private Water Supply, Railroad Tank Service, Boiler Feeding, Hydraulic Elevators, Mines, Manufacturing Plants, and all general and specific purposes for which pumps are used.

For full particulars and specifications, write for catalogue 14-C

LUITWIELER PUMPING ENGINE CO.
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.

“We speak with authority”
The Morgan Machine Company, Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A., extends greetings to the Allied Trade Commission. The Morgan Machines for nailing wooden boxes were used by all the Allied Nations for making boxes for war materials. They will prove of great value in assisting in the rehabilitation of the trades of the Allied Nations throughout the world.

For many years the Morgan Machine Company has been represented in Great Britain and Colonies by W. & C. Pantin, 147 Upper Thames Street, London, England; in France by H. Brenneisen & Cie, 5 Bd. Jules Ferry, Paris.
This is where five million

Cigarette Boxes

are manufactured daily for Domestic and Foreign trade. These boxes are made on our own specially designed and patented machines. Exclusive leasehold rights and protection for these machines in European countries can be secured by negotiation.

THE ROCHESTER FOLDING BOX COMPANY

Lithographers, Rochester, New York, U.S.A.
Shinola

SHINOLA is a wax and oil shoe polish, distinguished by its properties of applying easily and quickly to leather, its giving a very high polish with a few strokes of the polisher, and the fact that it forms a preservative coating on the surface of the leather tending to keep it soft and pliable and keep out moisture. Shinola is made in black, tan, ox blood and brown colors and is packed in air tight metal containers with a patented key for conveniently lifting the lid when it is desired to use the polish.

White Shinola is a different product intended for whitening and cleaning white shoes, whether of leather or fabric. It is adapted to all white leathers, except those highly glazed, and possesses the merit of having a very dense white body and can be easily and quickly applied.

The Shinola Company was founded in 1877 and its products have attained practically universal distribution in every state and territory in the Union, from the largest cities down to the smallest village stores.

Shinola has proven itself adapted to foreign markets, even though the development of foreign trade for Shinola has been undertaken only comparatively recently. Shinola is now distributed quite generally in Mexico, Central and South America and the West Indies, in South Africa, the Dutch East Indies, the Philippines, somewhat in Japan, China and Siberia.

In Europe, Shinola is distributed in the following countries named in the order of their consumption: Belgium, Holland, Norway, Denmark, Spain, Italy, France, Servia, Portugal, Bulgaria, Russia and Great Britain. It will thus be seen that there is large, excellent territory open to merchants who can handle this product, and it is the desire of the Shinola Company to open negotiations with reliable concerns in position to take advantage of the opportunity that this specialty offers for a very considerable volume of business at very satisfactory profits.

SHINOLA COMPANY
Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
The Mayer Process of Improved Paper Coating Machinery

Patented in Principal Countries

Type 40-G—16—72-inch Wax or Paraffine Paper Coating, Oiling and Saturating Machine.

For manufacturing all kinds of sanitary, water and grease proof paper used for wrapping bread, butter, lard, meats, candies, tobacco and many other products; also silverware, tools, instruments, etc., to protect same from exposure or tarnishing. For making inexpensive containers for holding liquids, vases, drinking cups, lining shipping cases, etc. Capacity 350 to 500 lineal feet per minute. Floor space, 14 x 9 ft.

The Mayer Process of Improved Paper Coating Machinery

Type 30-D—28-inch Carbon Paper Coating Machine

This machine manufactures the finest and best qualities of Carbon Paper for typewriters and for pen and pencil use; also sales and check books. Manufactures both soft multiplicity and hard high gloss finish.

Capacity: 250 to 300 lineal feet per minute.

Floor space: 7 feet by 9 feet.

Foreign Representatives

FRANCE AND BELGIUM: Mr. Charles Pfeiffer, Rue de Provence, Paris, France.
ITALY: Mr. Enrico Toniolo, Via Principe Umberto, 24, Milano, Italy.
NORWAY AND SWEDEN: Mr. Agner Hager, Drottninggatan, 21, Stockholm, Sweden.

MAYER COATING MACHINES CO.

Rochester, N.Y., U.S.A.
Carbon Papers
and Inked Ribbons

America’s Leading Carbon
Paper and Inked Ribbon
Factory.
Special attention given to
foreign business.

CARRIB MANUFACTURING CORP.
Home Office and Works:
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

CHICAGO    PITTSBURGH    PHILADELPHIA    NEW YORK

Cable Address: "Carrib"
Twenty-five years experience in the manufacture of

Sanitary Products

including Soluble Cresol and Coal Tar Disinfectants, Liquid Toilet Soaps, and Insecticides.

ROCHESTER GERMICIDE CO.
Rochester, New York
U. S. A.
Manufacturers of

Typewriter Ribbons
and
Carbon Papers

Correspondence solicited with dealers abroad.
Catalogues and Price List in

- English
- French
- Portuguese
- Spanish
- Italian

CROWN RIBBON & CARBON MFG. CO.
Rochester, New York, U.S.A.